of the Self), written in classical Persian,'lias been translated Muhamed into English by Professor R. A, Nicholson. He was a little sore that none of the English philosophers seemed aware of his presence in London.
4When in Paris,' he wrote to me later, 'I met Bergson. We had extremely interesting conversation on philosophical subjects. 'The substance of Berkeley's philosophy", he said, "is that in perception matter reveals the whole of itself without a remainder: not so the case with the mind," This is a very interesting way of putting Berkeley. Our conversation lasted for two hours. Bergson is old and very ill. He does not see people, but was good enough to make an exception in my case* Unfortunately,' he added, 'the friend who accompanied him and made a record of the conversation, could not afterwards decipher his own handwriting!'
I had wished some of our English philosophers had given some of their time to this eminent visitor, Like other distinguished Indians, he was perturbed by the relations between England and Ms country, 1 am glad', he wrote again, 'that you are keeping in touch with India, The great need of Asia is that the best minds of England should know her and understand the problems that arise out of her present a^yak-ening—problems on which in my opinion, depends the whole future of the British race and modern civilization. As you know literature is not and has never been a profession in India, Music and painting are professions to a certain extent; literature is not, I know this from personal experience. I have written something in the way of literature; but I have to earn my daily bread at the Bar. Indeed my rivals and other interested persons have always carried on a propaganda against me on account of my literary pursuits and tried all sorts of means to prejudice the men in authority against me in order to ruin my career as a professional man. In this they have succeeded so far. Please excuse this personal reference. I should have never mentioned it to a less sympathetic mind. However, I am happy to know that as one of the leaders of modern art you are in touch with the Viceroy of India who 47

